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As an integral part of the
GRAVE MARKERthe Gorham
flower vase is increasingly popular. When not in use the vase
is inverted into an encasement.
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this tablet is truly symbolic of
the quiet and unpretentious
sincerity of the early Pilgrim.

Style OM581
Style OM581A

Size 24" x 12"
Size 20" x 1O"

Upper photograph shows markerwith vase,
enlarged for clearer detail.
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WITH CRUCIFIX
The Crucifix is appropriate to any
Christian denomination as a symbol on
a grave marker. It can be included
on any Gorham Marker at slight additional cost.

STYLEOM 581 C

Size 24 in. x 12 in.

Upper photogrdph shows marker with vase, enldrged for cledrer detdil.
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WITH TORCHES
The Torch is universally recognized as
the symbol of eternal light and immortality of the soul. They can be included on any Gorham Marker at
slight additional cost.

STYLEOM 581-TS

Size 24 in. x 12 in.

Upper photograph shows marker with vase, enlarged for clearer detail.
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Sentiments inspired by honor and
victory are ever suggested by the
lauret a graceful festoon of which
not only betokens achievement in
life, but gives a pleasing dignity
to "The Garland."
Style OM 582

Size 24 in. x 12 in.

Upper photograph shows marker with vase, enlarged for clearer detail.
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The graceful border of laurel and
ribbon symbolizes the reward of victory over death and is a token of
honor to the life of righteousness and
virtue. The interestingly hand-modeled
surface of the slightly raised panel
gives a note of distinction and beauty.
Style OM 584

Size 24 in. x 12 in.

Upper photograph shows marker with vase, enlarged for clearer detail.
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The peaceful repose of the brave is befittingly

symbolized by the Poppy. In this

beautiful design is commemorated the courage and valor of life.

Style OM 585
Upper

Size 24" x 14"

photograph sh0ws marker with vase,
enlarged for clearer detail.
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Purity, fidelity and strength of character are appropriately symbolized by
this classic design which came down
to us in the architecture of the Ancient
Greeks.

OM 586

Size 24 in. x 12 in.

Upper photograph shows marker with vase, enlarged for clearer detail.
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The Crucifix is appropriate for any
Christian denomination as a symbol
on grave markers. It can be included
on any Gorham marker at slight additional cost.
Style OM 586 C

Size 24 in. x 12 in.

Upper photograph shows marker with vase, enlarged for clearer detail.
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Sentiments of true love and untiring
devotion

are ever associated with the

beautiful

rose which has inspired the

lovely design of this finely modeled
tablet.

Style OM 587

Size 20" x 10"

Upper photograph shows marker with vase, enlarged
for clearer detail.
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The chaste loveliness of the Madonna
Lily seems to be fitting as a tribute to
a life of purity and innocence.

STYLEOM 588

Size 24 in. x 12 in.

Upper photograph shows marker with vase, enlarged for clearer detail.
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Ivy has ever been a symbol of
faithfulness and memory, of
loyal and constant devotion
through eternity. A spray of
English ivy is modelled with
excellence and restraint.
Style OM589

Size 24" x 12"

Upper photogrdph shows marker with vase,
enlarged for cledrer detail.
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A marker beautiful in design symbolizing courage and valor in life t~rough
the decorative use of the poppy.

Style OM 590

Size 20" x 10'

Upper photograph shows marker with vase, enlarged
for clearer detail.
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The inspiration for this finely modeled
Tablet

is the rose symbolizing

true

love and untiring devotion.

Style OM 591

Size 24" x 14"

Upper photograph shows markerwith vase, enlarged
for clearer detail.
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The Colonial possesses a quiet and
serene dignity which will appeal to
those who prefer a memorial of simplicity and dignity.

STYLEOM 592

Size 24 in. x 12 in.

Upper photograph

shows marker with vase, en-

larged for clearer detail.
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BABY GRAVEMARKER
· This miniature marker, decorated with a delicately modeled spray
of lilies of the valley, was designed especially to mark the final resting
place of the very young.

Style OM 593

Size 16 in. x 8 in.
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GROUND LEVEL

VASE IN POSITION, ABOVE
GROUND, TO RECEIVE
FLOWERS

GROUND LEVEL

VASE INVERTEDAND NESTED
IN UNDERGROUND
ENCASEMENT

VASEPARTLY
WITHDRAWNFROM
UNDERGROUNDENCASEMENT

Style OM580 BRONZEFLOWERVASE UNIT
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